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XIII — The Spinners and Weavers of Swarthmoor Hall, Ulverston, in the Late 17th
Century
By BARBARA PIDCOCK

M

uch has been written about the beginnings and subsequent growth of the
Lancashire Textile industry. We know, from the work of several historians'
that at the end of the 16th century, as many as 30,000 kerseys a year were being
exported from East Lancashire, and that by 1620, 40,000 fustians were leaving the
County. Tens of thousands of ordinary people were involved in this production,
working mainly in small family units, helped occasionally by extra women spinners
and maybe be an apprentice or two, organised by the `clothier' who collected the
raw materials, oversaw the spinning and weaving, and then sold the cloth on the
open market. By 1640 the people of Manchester, Rochdale, Colne, Blackburn,
Bury, of Burnley and their surrounding areas were heavily engaged in the production
of coarse woollen cloth, and those of Ormskirk, Eccles and Wigan were engaged
with linen production. Manchester, expanded into the small-wares trade, (tapes and
ribbons etc), and reached its zenith with the blossoming of the all important cotton
trade. What this paper aims to do, is to look away from the teeming world of the
organised textile industry, producing wares for a national and world market, and
into the private world of the single country family, producing textiles simply for its
own domestic use; a business that went on, in one form or another, in virtually every
home, involving a measure of skill-sharing and co-operation within itself and the
community nearby.
The family chosen is that of Margaret Fox of Swarthmoor Hall near
Ulverston. The basis of the research is the account book 2 of Sarah Fell, her
daughter, from which every record of a transaction involving the production of
textiles has been extracted. This analysis has shown the pattern of the year at
Swarthmoor, the people involved in producing textiles, the quantity and type of
textiles required and the interaction of the gentry with the local people in
bringing about this textile manufacture. But before we look more closely at the
individual production of textiles, we need to know of the textile manufacture in
the immediate area. Was it as intense in Furness as it was in the parts of
Lancashire described above?

Textile Production in Low Furness

To assess this activity, 238 inventories of Low Furness were studied for evidence of
textile equipment, 3 and the results of this study can be seen in the table below
compared with the results of similar work carried out in two known textile
producing areas, by J.T. Swain and Mary Brigg.4
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TABLE 1

Equipment

Furness
1670-80

J.T. Swain
Colne Chapelry
1558-1640

M. Brigg
Pendle Forest
17th C

Sample

234

221

123

Spinning Wheels

25%

54%

Cards

12%

Combs

—

47%

Looms

3%

44%

76%

37%

As can be seen, Furness inventories show much less evidence of textile equipment,
particularly of looms, than the other areas. Only 3% of the Furness sample had
looms, compared with 44% in Colne Chapelry and 37% in Pendle Forest. Although
nearly all households could be expected to be involved in spinning, whether on a
domestic or commercial level, this lack of looms would seem to indicate that in
Furness, unlike Colne and Pendle, people were not commercially involved in textile
production, nor were they involved, as in Kendal, where 133 of Kendal's 257
principal householders were in textile related occupations in 1695. 5
Similarly, the holdings of wool, sheep and other raw materials do not indicate
commercial production, except for the odd yeoman or gentleman farmer. Table 2
shows the number of sheep held. These figures were calculated using the 143
inventories where the actual numbers of sheep were given, 75% of which listed
under 30 sheep. The average flock size was 22, which would give a yield of about 44
lbs. of wool, barely enough to weave two standard kerseys.
Again, out of 61 (26%) inventories listing wool, 28 specify the value of wool on its
own, enabling the amount of wool held to be calculated, using the local price of 4s. 6d
per stone of wool (Table 3) . With the exception of one man, these holdings were
again generally small. Three people had less than one stone, that is less than two
weeks spinning; sixteen had between 1 and 4 stone and eight had between 4 and 11
stone. Of course, one must bear in mind that this cannot be a true picture as the
time of the year the inventory was taken would greatly influence how much wool was
likely to be held.
The one man with over 40 stone of wool (18. Os. Od.) and over 100 sheep (1J25)
was William Penny of Penny Bridge, a yeoman. He is an example of the problem that
arises when considering the wool held and the time of year the inventory was taken.
His inventory was taken in March 1676, that is before the wool clip, yet he appears to
have more wool than he had sheep. At local prices 05 represents about 170 sheep
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TABLE 3
Wool Holdings

Flock Size
No. Sheep

Sample 143

Wt. of wool

under 30

107

under 1 st

3

30-50

19

under 4 st

16

50-100

16

4-11 st

8

40 st

1

1

100+

Sample 28

Average wt. 5 st

Average Flock Size 22

and £8 about 24 stone of wool — but 170 sheep would only yield about 15 stone of
woo1. 6 This suggests that he was dealing in wool, though it is possible that variations
in the quality and price of wool may account for some of his large valuation. Francis
Taylor from Blawith (1670) had half a stone of wool valued at 4s. 6d., and William
Addison from Colton (1673) had one stone of wool at 9s. Od. — that is twice the price
of local wool. Sarah Fell, herself, sold lambswool to James Bancroft, a Lancaster
hatter, at 7s. Od. a stone. Perhaps the larger farmers in Low Furness were
experimenting with a different breed of sheep and producing a better quality of wool.
Regarding other raw materials (Table 4), 32% of the sample grew hemp. 5% had
hempseed and 9% had flax, whilst 35% of the inventories listed yarn of one sort or
another. Amounts held were small.
TABLE 4
Raw Materials
Sample 234

Sheep

68%

Hemp/seed

37%

Flax

9%

It appears that, although most of the local community was involved in either wool
production or fibre growing, or in some kind of cloth manufacture, the output was
not enough to rate Low Furness as a textile producing area on the same scale as
some other parts of Lancashire. They appeared to produce only for their own
domestic needs.
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Textiles produced by and for the Fells of Swarthmoor Hall 1673 to 1678
Sarah Fell lived at Swarthmoor Hall with her mother Margaret Fox, two unmarried
sisters and later a married one, whilst another married sister lived at Marshgrange,
her mother's estate a few miles west of Swarthmoor. Her step-father, George Fox
the Quaker, had returned to England from America, landing at Bristol in April
1673, when the mother and sisters went down to meet him. Sarah returned home,
whilst George Fox and Margaret set out to travel in the south. He was arrested in
December 1673 and detained at Worcester, not returning to Swarthmoor until
April 1675. 7
At first only the entries relating to spinning, weaving and finishing of cloths were
extracted from the account book. However, it soon became apparent that not only
was Swarthmoor Hall manufacturing its own textiles, it was also producing the wool
and hemp and carrying out all the preparatory processes too. The textile year had a
definite pattern (see Table 5) .
Hempseed was sown in spring, and the growing crop weeded throughout the
summer, then pulled from August to October. 8 The preparatory processes followed;
rippling, brakeing, swingleing and heckling (see glossary). Spinning started
November/December and continued throughout the winter, with the weaving
beginning as each block of spinning finished. Of course, weaving and finishing could
happen whenever there was sufficient yarn or cloth to deal with, but whitening was
done generally around May/June when the cloth was spread out in the fields to
bleach in the sun. The entry for 17 June 1676 (page 283) illustrates the hazard of
this — `by m(e) p(ai)d ye Serv(an)ts for watchinge the whiteninge clothes severall
nights ... 1 s. 2d.'
Two interesting points emerge from the pattern of the year as shown on the chart.
Firstly, although each year showed a great deal of linen and hemp spinning, woollen
spinning only occurred in the Autumn of 1673 and yet a lot of wool, referred to by
Sarah Fell as being `of ours' i.e. not bought in, was being woven throughout all the
years. I will refer to this later.
Secondly, although hempseed was sown as usual in the spring of 1677, and
weeded in May, no hemp-pulling or fibre preparation took place later in the year,
nor was there any hemp spinning to speak of. This could indicate a crop failure that
year, but whether it was regional or just peculiar to Swarthmoor Hall is not clear.
As stated above, spinning occupied the winter months, not just because the raw
material was available then, but because other work took priority in the summer,
and it is clear from the account book that the same women who spun in the winter,
worked in the fields and around the Hall in the summer.

The Spinners
Table (6) lists the spinners used by Sarah Fell between 1673 and 1678, and gives
the amount and type of yarn spun by each woman. They lived locally, and apart
from Peg Dodgson, appeared to do the work in their own homes, getting paid by the
pound or hank as they completed the work.
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TABLE 6

Sarah Fell's Spinners
Year

Amount Spun

Isabel Atkinson
Milly Atkinson's wife
Alice Atkinson
Jennet Atkinson

1673-78
1673-6
1674-6
1675-7

61
45
47
26

Old Ann Danson
Tho. Twiceaday's wife
Pegg Dodgson

1675-6
1677
1673

12 leas happin warp
21 leas happin warp

happin warp

Dodgson's wife with lame hand
George Scales wife
Jane Holden
Wm. Benson's mother
Little Cooper's wife

1673
1673
1673
1673
1673

23 hanks
3 hanks
6 hanks
5 hanks
25 lbs. (wool)

Alice Barrow

1674

8 hanks

John Benson's wife
Agnes Fresh
Ed. Brittain's wife
Man from Peaseholmes

1676
1676-7
1677
1677

8 hanks sacks
11 hanks sacks
10 hanks
31 leas

hanks, 18 lbs (wool)
hanks
hanks
hanks

The first things to notice are that the bulk of the spinning was done by four
women; that some women only did a certain kind of spinning; that 1673 was
unusual, in that extra women were employed on a `one-off basis', and that two
women did woollen spinning in that year only.
The four regular spinners, Isabel Atkinson, Milly (Miles) Atkinson's wife, Alice
Atkinson and Jennet Atkinson `that was', were probably related, their menfolk also
being involved with work for the Ha11. 9 Isabel Atkinson lived at the Ellers, a corn
mill close to Swarthmoor. Richard Atkinson, also of the Ellers, was the carpenter,
married to Alice (referred to as Isabel's daughter), whilst James Atkinson, Isabel's
young son, who worked in the fields with the women in summer, became a glover,
married and remained at the Ellers with his family. Isabel was the most productive,
and she, along with Little Cooper's wife, spun the only wool accounted for in 1673.
The rest of the work was hemp and linen.
Apart from the regular spinners, some women only spun for a special purpose.
Old Ann Danson spun yarn for `happin warps' (coverlets) and this she did until her
death in 1676 when Thomas Twiceaday's wife took over this particular task, whilst
John Benson's wife and Agnes Fresh spun yarn for sacks.
Old Ann Danson was spinning for Sarah Fell until a year or so before her death in
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March 1676, aged about 70. She was a spinster living in Ulverston with family
close by. In her will she named her beneficiaries as the children of William and
James Danson, and those of her sister Allis and Ann Dobson. Her assets totalled
£24.2s.0d. of which over £20 was money owing to her, she herself having debts
of 5s.5d. She appeared to be comfortable and respectable. Her house was
furnished with a chest, cupboard, chair and stools, a chaff bed with two pairs of
sheets, two covercloths and a bolster, various earthenware vessels and a little bit
of brass and pewter. She had peats for the fire and manure outside. Her clothes
were worth 10s.0d. including a pair of shoes, and an old hat. She may have still
been spinning, for there were two hanks of yarn, but no spinning wheel was
mentioned. This illustrates the problem of assessing numbers of spinners by
counting wheels, for we know she was a spinner, and yet the wheel was not
included in the inventory. 10
Less is known of Thomas Twiceaday's wife except that she was formerly Ellen
Benson, married in 1657 and died in 1681.
Of the sack spinners, John Benson's wife was a Quaker, and according to Norman
Penny the editor of the account book, she and her husband had been in some
trouble with the Friends when they were suspected of having a stolen sheep hidden
in their house. Agnes Fresh, was not mentioned by Penny, but the Parish Records
show several branches of Fresh families living in and around Lowick and Spark
Bridge, about five miles north of Ulverston. Although she was only recorded
spinning for Sarah Fell twice, she became much more involved with Swarthmoor
Hall in 1677 when she became a maid of all work, replacing Peg Dodgson. She died
in 1694.
Peg Dodgson, herself, seemed a remarkable woman. She too spun happin warp,
but again this was an unusual occurrence and only happened in 1673 when she was
paid for five days spinning for a happin warp `in the house'. There is no doubt that
Peg Dodgson was a spinner. She bought fleece from Swarthmoor Hall and on
another occasion paid Sarah Fell for flax bought for her in Lancaster [and brought
to her by Higgins the Hall's carter]; and yet she was not used again to spin for
Swarthmoor. Her main role at the Hall seemed to be to deal with all the heavy work.
She did not live in, like the ordinary Hall servants, or get an annual wage. She came
when required, and was paid for work when completed, as she was for her five days
spinning `in the House'. The other spinners appeared to spin for the Hall in their
own houses.
Peg's main work was done in blocks of anything from a few days to several weeks
at a time. It involved washing, rinsing, scouring and scrubbing and whitening floors.
She helped with the swingleing of flax and hemp, as well as with the weeding and
pulling of the crop. Outside, she set and dressed peats, loaded carts, weeded and
harrowed, worked hay, raked brackens and scaled wheat. Altogether, in 1674 she
worked 117 days in 12 blocks for which she was paid 11 s.3d., whilst in 1675 she was
paid 13s.8d. for 114 days.
Although she appeared to be just the casual labourer, one feels she was more than
that. As mentioned above, Sarah Fell arranged for her carter to buy flax for Peg
[from Henry Coward in Lancaster]; she bought cloth from Peg, [5yds of tear of hemp at
10d. per yd] and had stockings knit by her. On 4 December 1694 Sarah Fell increased
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Peg's pay by `a penny more for Nelly and Richard', possibly her grandchildren. In 1676
Peg was accorded more respect from Sarah when in June, for some reason, she ceased to
be referred to as Peg Dodgson, and became Margaret Dodgson and this continued until
October 1677 when she disappeared from the Account Book, and all her chores were
taken over by Agnes Fresh, the sack yam spinner.
It is very difficult to say for certain who she was, but probate records show the
death of a Margaret Dodgson of Ratten Row, Ulverston in 1689. 11 Her gross
inventory value was £5.5s.7d with debts of £1.10s.11d. Her household goods were
very small, but she had fire gear, and one old horse worth 10s.3d. If her husband
had been Richard Dodgson of Ratten Row, she would have been a widow for eight
years.
The difference in the yearly pattern; that is, the use of so many extra women and
the only instance of woollen spinning by local women in 1673, may be explained by
the return of George Fox to England, resulting in the absence of the Fell women
from Swarthmoor when they journeyed to Bristol to meet him. The extra spinning
may be because Swarthmoor Hall was refurbishing its household linen in
anticipation of George Fox's return, and that the extra yarn required for this,
together with the loss of woollen spinning by the Fell women during their absence,
accounted for this added activity.
It would seem generally that the woollen yarn required for the household was
spun by the women of the house. Sarah Fell bought spindles and wool cards for
their use, and at one time a Dutch spinning wheel for her sister. 12 What is clear, is
that a great deal of woollen cloth was woven for the Hall, and the wool used was
described as `of ours'. Not only did the Fells spin the wool themselves, it was used
as a way of helping impoverished `Friends', as in the case of Agnes Holme from
Hawkshead. In 1677 she was paid 2s.4d. for `spinning woole here 7 weeks'. Agnes
Holme was a poor woman who was often given money from the Quaker stock at the
Women's meeting. 13
Over the period covered by the account book, the total output of the spinners was
275 hanks of linen or hemp, 51 leas of happin warp and roughly 681bs of wool.
Table (7) below shows the annual breakdown.
TABLE 7
Yarn Spun each Year 1673-1678

linen tow
hemp tow
tear of linen
tear of hemp
sack yarn
total hanks
linen/hemp
total leas
happin warp
total lbs wool

1673
18
29

1674
10
24

1675

18

9

18

65

43

41

23

1676
35
3
17
20
12
87

1677

14
11
4
29

1678

10
10

Total
63
79
31
86
16
275

51

51

68

68
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The Weavers

The spun yarn was taken to the weavers, and it seems to have been normal
practice for the customer to supply the yarn for the job. If the weaver ran out of
weft before completing the cloth, he would add yarn of his own, and charge
accordingly.
Altogether Sarah Fell used five weavers, three local men for regular cloth, and
two from further afield for the occasional special purpose. Of the specialist weavers,
Francis Crofts of Lancaster, was used only once, in 1693. On the 9 October,
Higgins the carrier was paid 1d. `for carrienge some yarn to Lanc(aste)r for
mothers Ruggs', and three weeks later, another 1 s.0d. for bringing two completed
rugs back to Swarthmoor. On the 1 November Sarah Fell settled the account,
sending 18s.9d. to Francis Crofts for 'workeinge and dressinge' the rugs. The
amount paid for the rugs indicates they were of good quality, and not an everyday
purchase.
The second `specialist' weaver was William Hobson of Cartmel. He was used
three times, in August 1674, December 1675 and February 1677, for weaving
huggabacke, a coarse linen cloth with a raised pattern, used for napkins (towels),
and for absorbent shirting. Altogether, he produced 95 yds of this fabric, charging
2 d. a yd. for the weaving, and on the last occasion, an extra 4d. for yarn of his own
used when he ran short of that provided by Swarthmoor Hall. That he was weaving
linen in February 1677 is worth noting as it appeared the Swarthmoor women were
not spinning locally grown hemp or flax in the summer of 1677.
Huggabacke seemed to be sought after. In 1693 Mrs. Bankes, the housekeeper at
Levens Hall, 'hath brought 29 yds of Hogaback to make Napkins of, she cann gett
noe more at present in all Kendall.' 14
William Hobson died in 1715, 15 leaving assets of L166.5s.4d. He was described as
a yeoman, but appeared to have a weaving room with `2 pr. of studdles woolsacks
poaks and all in chamber below the house ... J1.5s.Od'. He was certainly wealthier
than other weavers in the area.
However, the everyday working fabrics were woven by three local men. George
Fell did the bulk of the work, producing a range of linen hemp and woollen cloths,
for which he was paid between 2d. and 5d. a yard depending on the quality. He
lived, within sight of Swarthmoor, at Trinkelt, a small hamlet which seemed to be
inhabited by several branches of the same Fell family. George's father, a weaver,
died in 1677, 16 and it was after this date that Richard Fell of Trinkelt also started
weaving for Sarah, and weaving the same variety of cloths as George. It may be that
he was using the loom left by the old man. George jnr. died in 1685, 17 leaving assets
of L21.4s.6d. and debts of L33.
As the coarser spinning was done by the same two women, so the coarser weaving
was put out to one man, Thomas Fell of Tame Close, Ulverston. He produced
coarse cloths, sacks, ore bags and windowcloths (or winnowcloths, both words are
used) . He was generally paid 1 d. a yd. or ell for this work, with the exception of
December 1677, (the year of the supposed crop failure) when he was paid 8d. yd for
coarse cloth, meaning he was also supplying the yarn.
If we look at the weavers' production in conjunction with that of the spinners,
we find a correlation. For example, after the woollen spinning in September/
October 1673, 9 ells of kersey and 18 ells of blanketing were woven in November.
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The spinning of 65 hanks of linen/hemp over the winter of 1673 was woven up
from February to the summer. (This was a yearly pattern, except for 1677).
Happin warp spinning in 1675, produced two happins the following January, and
the linen which Isobel Atkinson spun for a screen in 1676 was woven by George
Fell in October, fulled by James Walker immediately after weaving, and finally
made into the screen by Richard Atkinson the carpenter. John Benson's wife and
Agnes Fresh spun the sack yarn in the Spring 1676, and John Fell started weaving
sacks in May.
Table (8) gives a breakdown of each regular weaver's annual output for
Swarthmoor, and Table (9) the types of cloth produced.
These were all work-a-day cloths. Finer fabrics, such as used by the ladies of
Swarthmoor, were purchased from Ulverston market, or even further away in
Kendal and Lancaster.

TABLE 8

Sarah Fell's Weavers
1673

George Fell
John Fell

9e kearsey, 9e mixed cloth, 18e blanketing
25e hemp tow

1674

George Fell
John Fell

48e tear hemp, 13e fine cloth, 28e tear linen, 16e
blanketing
14e coarse cloth

1675

George Fell
John Fell

48e tear hemp, 32e hemp tow, 3 whites
24e hemp tow

1676

George Fell
John Fell

8e screen, 16e plain cloth, 18e blankets, 2 happins
50y hemp tow

1677

George Fell
John Fell
Richard Fell

28e tear hemp, 32e tear linen, 18e featherbed ticken
9 sacks, 2 windowcloths, 3y coarse cloth, 12e for ore bags,
1 pack saddle panel
14e kearsey, 10e coarse woollen

George Fell
John Fell
Richard Fell

26e featherbed ticken
18y coarse cloth ore bags
26e hemp, 28e tear hemp

1678

e = ells
y = yards
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TABLE 9

Textiles produced 1673-1678
Rugs
Kearsey
Mixed
Blankets
Hemp tow
Tear hemp
Fine cloth
Coarse harden
Huggabacke
Tear linen
Whites
Screen
Plain cloth
Happins
Sacks
Windowcloths
Coarse cloth
Coarse woollen
Featherbed ticken
Ore bags
Pack-saddle panel

2
23 ells
7 ells
52 ells
107 ells
152 ells
13 ells
14 ells
95 ells
60 ells
3
8 ells
8 ells
2
9
2
3 yds
10 ells
44 ells
12 ells, 18 yds
1

Finishing
The finishing processes were regularly carried out by James Walker the fuller,
Richard Stable the whitster, and Thomas Benson the dyer. While nothing is known
of the first two, except to note that James Walker's name would indicate that he
came from a long line of fullers, Thomas Benson, a Quaker, is better documented.
He died in 1678 leaving more debts than assets, and the problem of what to do with
his dependent daughter occupied the minds of the Quaker women at their Monthly
Meeting, for many months to come.'$
The finished cloth was used by the household, as soft furnishings, bedding or
working clothing. Apart from the odd length sold or given in lieu of wages to the
servants or estate workers, there are no entries in the account book of large cloth
sales.
There are, however, entries indicating small wool sales. In June 1674, 24 lbs of
lambswool (being 2 years crop) and a further 12 lbs `of mothers', were sold to James
Bancroft, a hatter in Lancaster. For this he paid 18s.0d. which was considerably
more than he would have paid for local wool.' 9 The following December, Sarah Fell
bought finished hats off James Bancroft for 4s.6d. each.
There were two other small wool sales; 51b to Peg Dodgson in May 1674, for
which she paid 2s.6d. and 2 stone of lambswool to John Dodgson in October 1677,
for which he paid 9s.6d.
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In May 1678, there is evidence of a more commercial deal when Sarah Fell noted
J11.6s.0d. received through Thomas Greene, from Edward Daniell of Leeds for 47
stones of wool. Unfortunately, the account book stops shortly after this date, so we
cannot know whether this became regular trading with Leeds.

Conclusion

What of the people who carried out this work for Swarthmoor Hall? Take the
spinners first. They all lived in the vicinity of Swarthmoor, the Atkinsons at the
Ellers, Ulverston; Alice Barrow at Trinkelt; Dodgson's wife with the lame hand at
Swarthmoor; George Scales' wife had land adjoining; Agnes Fresh was also at
Swarthmoor and the rest around Ulverston. Their husbands too had dealings with
the Hall — John Dodgson supplied manure and peats, and Dick Mosen, ling. Of the
Atkinson men, Richard did a deal of carpentry, and Milly Atkinson's son mended
gloves, whilst young James, Isabel's son, helped with digging peats, harvesting and
many other `field' jobs. The women, as well as spinning, helped in the fields pulling
hemp, weeding and setting and dressing peats. They also were to be found
swingleing, baking, and footing stockings.
There was a busy market trade between the textile producers and Swarthmoor
Hall. The spinners would provide the Hall with chickens, eggs and turkeys, and in
turn, buy cabbages, oats, wheat, peas and cheese.
The weavers too had non-textile dealings with Swarthmoor Hall. George and
Richard Fell regularly paid for `cow bulling', as did John Fell of Tarne Close, who,
on another occasion, provided the Hall with eight geese. George Fell bought cheese
and paid for ploughing, whilst Richard Fell loaned the Hall his cart and wheels to
`lead peat in'. James Walker the fuller, bought oats, so did Thomas Benson the dyer
who was paid for mowing 6 acres of Swarthmoor hay. Another regular name,
George Millerson, used each year for 'brakeing' and `bucking' the linen, carried
letters, took the Fell's turkeys for sale in Lancaster, harvested, supplied geese and
bought lime from Swarthmoor.
It is difficult in this community to know which came first. Were the locals mainly
textile workers called upon, as required, to provide other essential goods and
services, or were they people who serviced the Hall anyway, who were drafted in to
help with textile requirements, given that they were probably already providing for
their own domestic needs? Either way, the Hall was dependent on the local folk for
its domestic textiles, as the local people were dependent on the Hall for work and
basic goods.
All the work-a-day textiles, the bed linens, cushioning, aprons and working
clothes, and the industrial/agricultural textiles were produced by the Hall for the
Hall, using a core of local families for all the processes involved, these same families
also being called upon for other maintenance and agricultural work. The families, in
their turn looked to the Hall for work, and the supply of wheat, vegetables, wool and
hemp; in fact anything that was surplus to the Hall's requirements.
In addition to this, the Hall allowed its carrier Higgins, regularly to bring goods
back from Lancaster, which were not available locally, these being paid for by Sarah
Fell then sold to the person who had requested them at no extra cost, for example
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when 12 lbs of flax were brought for Margaret Dodgson from Lancaster, or when
Sarah Fell herself brought packets of needles back from Bristol for Matthew Fell, the
local tailor. 20 Loans and credit also were often given, as to William Benson the
harden buyer, who would borrow from Sarah to buy his cloth, then pay her back
when he had sold it. Interest was never charged. 21
This then, is an example of how one particular household looked to its textile
needs in the late 17th century, and the interaction and co-operation this process
engendered between the household and the local community. Was this pattern
commonly repeated throughout the country or was it peculiar to a Quaker
household? More comparisons are needed to ascertain which.

Glossary
Pulling hemp

Rippling
Brakeing
Swingleing

Heckling

Bucking Ashes
Teare of Linen 1
Teare of Hemp J
Tow of Linen 1
Tow of Hemp J
Kersey
Fustian
Harden
Happin
Huggabacke
Kiln Hairies
Lea
Hank
Ell

Hemp and flax is pulled up by the roots, not cut, because
through all the processes, length of fibre is a quality to be
preserved.
The process of removing seeds from the hemp/flax by drawing
the upper part of the bundle through a comb.
Pounding the hemp/flax to remove the outer casing. Heavy
work often done by a man.
A secondary breaking down process, this time done by women
using a wooden board with a slot in it. A handful of flax is
held by the roots and the fibres are beaten down against the
side of the board with a wooden blade.
The final process in dressing flax. The bundle is held by the
roots and drawn through a comb to remove the short fibres.
The finer the yarn required, the more times this has to be
done, using a finer toothed comb each time.
Pounded wood ash used in the scouring process.
What is left after heckling when the tow has been removed.
The short fibres removed during heckling. These fibres
produce a coarser cloth.
Coarse woollen cloth.
A hard wearing cloth of cotton mixed with flax or wool.
Coarse flax/hemp cloth used for working clothes.
Linen coverlet.
Coarse linen cloth with a raised pattern used for napkins and
absorbent shirting.
Very coarse hemp cloth used in the malt drying kilns.
Measure of linen yarn, generally three hundred yards long.
Number of leas which vary depending on yarn and region.
Sarah Fell's hank appears to be eight leas.
Measure of length approximately 45 inches.
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